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Season 49, Episode 83
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Ep. #12312



Carly has a dream and fears Jack has drowned. Later, she arrives at the station to learn a body has been found and rushes to the bridge, just in time to see a body bag being pulled from the river. Meanwhile, Parker tells Rosanna about Jack calling to Carly last night. Margo and Jessica arrive to find Doc and Tom in jail. Jessica is scared that Margo will expose her and privately begs Tom to reconcile with his wife. Later, Doc points out to Margo that if she tells anyone else about his affair with Jessica that she could be ruining the life of Jessicas innocent unborn child. He insists that no one else know the truth. Meanwhile, Tom realizes that Jessica was the one who slept with Doc. Alison and Chris make arrangements to meet with a minister. Later, the minister mistakes Emily for Alison and remarks that Chris and Emily look very much in love. Meanwhile, Alison gets upset when Aaron says that if Chris is reluctant to marry Alison for any reason, then she shouldnt get married. After, Alison thinks she has done well with the minister and is excited about the wedding, unaware of what is going on between Emily and Chris. Barbara informs her children that her eye condition may have returned and gets Paul and Jennifer to agree to come with her to New York City for treatment. She phones Rosanna to say that now is the time to make her move on Jordan.
Quest roles:
No known guest appearances


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
28 July 2004, 14:00
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